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STRAVINSKY AND THE TRANSCRIPTIONAL PROCESS:

AN ANALYTICAL AND HISTORICAL STUDY OF

PETROUCHKA

Petrouchka is undoubtedly one of the most intriguing

of Stravinsky's works, amply rewarding the efforts of

scholar and performer alike. This ballet marks the mid-

point of Stravinsky's early development as a composer for

the stage, from his first success with The Firebird (1910)

to the scandalous reception of The Rite of Spring (1913).

Petrouchka also brings to mind Stravinsky's fruitful asso-

ciation with the Ballet Russe under the direction of Serge

Diaghilev.

Without ignoring the stage aspects of the work,

let us focus more directly upon the transcriptions and the

1947 orchestral revision Stravinsky made of Petrouchka, sub-

sequent to its appearance in 1911 as an orchestral score to

the ballet. Stravinsky made at least three transcriptions

of Petrouchka involving the piano: the first in 1921 for

solo piano, entitled Trois Mouvements de Petrouchka, the

second in 1932 consisting of the Danse Russe arranged for

violin and piano, and the third in 1947 of the entire work

1
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for piano-four hands. An examination of the transcriptional

process necessitates a thorough study of Petrouchka's

formal structure and pitch organization, as well as an in-

vestigation of the composer's singular treatment of the

piano as a polyphonic keyboard instrument.

In its various transcriptions, Petrouchka underwent

a fascinating evolution and metamorphosis between 1911 and

1947, no account of which would be complete without a de-

scription of its compositional genesis. After finishing

orchestrations of two Chopin pieces for the Russian ballet

production of Les Sylphides in 1909, Stravinsky was invited

to compose the score for a ballet production of the Fire-

bird legend. While fulfilling this commission, he had a

fleeting vision of a pagan rite in which a sacrificial

virgin danced herself to death. This, of course, was the

basis of The Rite of Spring (1913). With the aid of Nich-

olas Roerich, he worked out a plot and submitted it to

Diaghilev, who immediately recognized its potential as a

ballet. The "vision" for The Rite of Spring was not, how-

ever, accompanied by any concrete musical ideas; and Stra-

vinsky, somewhat daunted by the immensity of such an under-

taking, turned to composition on a smaller scale, setting to

music two poems of Verlaine, and sketching out, as he
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called it, "a sort of Konzertstuck" for piano and orches-

tra. The latter piece was the genesis of Petrouchka.

Stravinsky details this "Konzertstick" in his Auto-

biography as follows:

In composing the music, I had in my mind a distinct

picture of a puppet, suddenly endowed with life,

exasperating the patience of the orchestra with

diabolical cascades of arpeggios. The orchestra

in turn retaliates with menacing trumpet blasts.
The outcome is a terrific noise which reaches

its climax and ends in the sorrowful and queru-

lous collapse of the poor puppet.2

He searched a long time for a title befitting this bizarre

piece and reportedly "leapt for joy" upon thinking of Pe-

trouchka, the immortal and unhappy hero in every fair of

all countries. When Diaghilev and Vaslav Nijinsky came to

Lausanne in September of 1910 expecting to hear portions

of The Rite of Spring, they were surprised to be given in-

stead this composition, which later became the second scene

of the ballet, Petrouchka. Diaghilev, after persuading

Stravinsky to develop the theme of the puppet's suffering

1. Roman VLad, Stravinsky (London: Oxford University

Press, 1960), 11-14.

2. Igor Stravinsky, _An Autobiography (New York: Simon

and Schuster, 1936), 31.
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into a whole ballet, stayed in Switzerland to help in or-

ganizing the general lines of the plot.3

According to Stravinsky's writings, the rest of the

ballet was composed in the following order: the Danse Russe

was completed in Clarens in October, 1910; and the remain-

der of the first scene and the beginning of the third be-

fore his trip to St. Petersburg around Christmas time.

Upon his return to Nice in 1911, Stravinsky finished the

third scene and most of the fourth before becoming serious-

ly ill with nicotine poisoning. By the end of March, how-

ever, he had completed the orchestral score for three-

fourths of the ballet, and in late April journeyed to Rome,

where he finished the last pages and began the first re-

hearsals of Petrouchka.4

A few names should be mentioned in connection with

the original ballet production, which took place on June

13, 1911, in the Th/atre du Chatelet of Paris. The conduc-

tor was Pierre Monteux, who, Stravinsky says, "was able to

achieve a very clean and finished execution of my score";5

3. Ibid., 32.

4. Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Expositions and Devel-
opments (New York: Doubleday & Company, 1962), 152-157.

5. Stravinsky, Autobiography, 34.
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the designer of the scenery and costumes was Alexandre

Benois and the choreographer, Michel Fokine. The princi-

pal dancers were Tamar Karsavina (as the Ballerina), M.

Orloff (as the Moor), Enrico Cecchetti (as the Magician),

and, most outstanding, Vaslav Nijinsky (as Petrouchka).

The ballet's success came as a surprise to Stravinsky, who

nevertheless reported: "it gave me the absolute convic-

tion of my ear just as I was about to begin The Rite of

Spring."6

Charles Hamm, in his commentary to the Norton Crit-

ical Score of Petrouchka, has given an excellent account of

the subsequent success of the ballet in both Europe and

America; consequently, that aspect of the work need not be

pursued here. What is of importance, though, is Stravin-

sky's revision of this and other of his orchestral scores

in 1947. As David Drew states in his article, "Stravin-

sky's Revisions," in Score (June, 1957), "The fact that the

majority of these revisions after 1947 seem to have ini-

tially owed their existence (according to E.W. White in his

book on the composer) to certain copyright technicalities,

does not, of course, detract from their purely musical

6. Stravinsky, Expositions, 157.
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significance. "7 The revisions in the 1947 orchestral score

of Petrouchka, contrasted with the original 1911 score, may

be enumerated as follows:

1) the new version reduces the orchestral forces of the

original;

2) figuration that was harmonically conceived in the origi-

nal has been restructured in contrapuntal terms;

3) nonfunctional figuration has been eliminated;

4) the piano has taken over the second harp part and been

given new material in the third and fourth scenes, there-

by appeasing critics who had complained of a lack of con-

sistency in the role of the piano throughout the ballet;

5) the metric notation has been simplified, owing to Stra-

vinsky's experience as conductor of the work;

6) the amount of freedom given the performer has been limit-

ed, notably in the famous flute cadenza at rehearsal num-

ber 31 (all rehearsal numbers hereafter refer to the 1911

orchestral score, unless otherwise specified), and the

piano cadenza at five measures after No. 58;

7) a concert ending, already used in the solo piano tran-

scription of 1921, has been added to the 1947 version;

7. David Drew, "Stravinsky's Revisions," Score XX (June,

1957), 48.
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8) metronome markings in the later score tend to be slower,

contributing to increased contrapuntal clarity in per-

formance.

E.W. White states in summary, "Whereas the original ver-

sion was written by a composer who was thinking primarily

in terms of a ballet score, the 1947 version seems to have

been made by a composer thinking in terms of concert per-

formance."8

The rethinking of Petrouchka in its 1947 version

has provocative implications for a solo piano performance

of the work. Stravinsky's pronounced direction is away

from the gigantic sonic resources of the original toward an

increased emphasis on the contrapuntal construction of the

piece in the later version. The rhythmic frenzy of the

1911 score has been somewhat relaxed, enhancing the al-

ready heightened linear clarity. The two orchestral ver-

sions, therefore, may be considered the extremes of a spec-

trum of tempos, dynamics, and other "interpretive" consid-

erations within which the pianist or conductor may work.

A study of differences between the original and re-

vised orchestral versions of Petrouchka leads to some

8. E.W. White, tStravinsky:the Composer and His Works (Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1966), 165.
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observations on the formal aspects of the work that bear

directly on its pianistic or orchestral performance. In

the Danse Russe from the first scene, there is a symmetri-

cal ternary design based on large-scale tonal areas. This

form dominates Petrouchka at almost every level of its

structure. In the Danse Russe, assessment of sectional

lengths in time is aided by a constant value for the eighth

note (I:= 232, J = 116), excepting the seven measures pre-

ceding No. 43. -These measures are supplemented with such

markings as "1poco meno," "pochissimo accelerando,1" and

"rallentandol" terms that remain indefinite in relation

to the constant eighth note value, since no exact modifica-

tion of the metronome marking is given in either orchestral

version. Nevertheless, a balanced ternary design results

from the movement's prevailing tonal areas, G, A, and G,

yielding symmetrical sections of 176, 176, and 180 eighth

notes, respectively (Fig. 1). Consequently, the omission

Figure 1. Symmetrical Construction of

Form: "A""B"I

Rehearsal Nos: 33 39 41

Measure Nos: 1 45 59

Tonal Areas: G E A

Eighth Notes: 176 176

Danse Russe

"A"

43 (-7m.)

89

G

180
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in the solo piano transcription of 1921 of one bar of 2/4

tempo in the third section of the dance appears far from

arbitrary; in fact, it produces a perfectly balanced ter-

nary design with 176 eighth notes per section. Overlaying

this structure is a rondo design articulated by the en-

trance of the primary theme at Nos. 33, 37, and 43. This

in no way negates the equal or greater importance of the

symmetrical three-part structure based on the principal

tonal areas.

No previous analysis has traced the symmetrical

premise of Stravinsky's construction to so early a work as

Petrouchka. In this composition,, though, the ternary

design with balanced outer parts is the basis of all the

scenes, formed not so much around melodic recurrence as

key relationships. While the middle section in these ter-

nary structures generally occupies approximately 21 to 37

per cent of the respective movements, the outer parts cor-

respond rather precisely in length. This construction can

be observed, for instance, in the opening dance of the

first scene, Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse. The outer

thirds of the movement progress at a constant eighth note

value of A = 276, with a slight compensation necessary for

the stringendo sections (. eJ = 46) in the 1911 score (Nos.
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7, 8, 10, 17, 22, 23, and 24-26). The outer sections,

thus, total 499.1 and 502.6 eighth notes, respectively,

1
the difference between which is 4 of 1 per cent over the

Figure 2. Symmetrical Construction of

Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse

Form: "A" "B" TIA"

Rehearsal Nos: 0 3 9 10 12 17 19 22 28 29

Measure Nos: 1 23 92 96 108 157 172 211 263 266

Tonal Areas: D G Bb D B D G D C F#

Eighth Notes: 499.1 378.2 502.6

total time-structure of the movement (Fig. 2). In this

diagram, the interruption at measure 92, even though it

occurs before the first section has ended, has been con-

sidered part of the middle section beginning at measure

108, because of its identical tempo, melodic material, and

its tonal center of B-flat.

The calculations involved in this approach to Pe-

trouchka's formal structure are included in Appendix A of

this paper. These figures reveal an astounding degree of

symmetry at the movement level of the structure, and call

attention to many important key relationships that might

otherwise be overlooked in the confusion of melodic and tex-

tural repetition. In the second scene, for instance, which
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Charles Hamm lamely describes as "a sort of patchwork" in

which "the structure was determined more by dramatic consid-

erations than by abstract musical factors,?"9 the symmetrical

construction is confirmed by the composer's presenting over

a considerable expanse of time the initial juxtaposition of

C and F-sharp, the polarity known in its simultaneous ver-

sion at No. 49 as the "Petrouchka chord" (Fig. 3):

Figure 3. Symmetrical Construction of Chez Pet rouchka

C/F# D E C C/F#

+ +4No. 48 52 54 56 60

Measure: 1 44 56 70 101

Eighth Notes: 245.9 293.9 245.5

Another fascinating interaction between different

structural levels occurs in the symmetrically designed

third scene where a "local" ABA form exists between re-

hearsal numbers 71, 72, and 75. Although No. 75 recapitu-

lates in varied form the material presented at No. 71, Nos.

72 and 75 stand completely apart from No. 71 at a more

9. Charles Harmm,"I"The Music of the Ballet," Petrouchka:
An Authoritative Score of the Original Version (New
York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1967), 179.
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important level, not only because of the stage action in

which the Moor intrudes on the Ballerina's dance (the Moor

beginning at No. 72 instead of No. 71), but also because

the E-flat at No. 75 functions as D-sharp in a broad out-

line of a B major triad (Fig. 4):

Figure 4. Structural Interaction in Chez Le Maure.

Tonal Areas: F Eb B E (D#)/A F#/C B(F)
I >

IE- i:Rehearsal Nos: 69 71 72 75 (77) 78 81

Measure Nos: 63 98 118 165 186 193 213

Local Form: "A" "B" I"A"l

Structural Form: "B" "A"

The long-range key relationships, consequently, determine

the placement of the second division of the movement's form

after, rather than before, No. 71.

Despite the highly accurate results testifying to

the validity of this formal analysis, could such a theory

be invalidated by the common notion of ballet music as sub-

servient to the dance itself? Stravinsky answers this

question in Expositions and Developments, where he refers to

"the eventual mathematical formulation of music theory, and

to, at long last, an empirical study of musical facts--and

I mean the facts of the art of combination which is
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composition." 1 0  Equally revealing is this excerpt from Con-

versations with Igor Stravinsky:

Robert Craft:

Stravinsky:

I have often heard you say 'an
artist must avoid symmetry but he
may construct in parallelisms.'
What do you mean?

The mosaics at Torcello of the Last
Judgment are a good example. Their
subject is division--division, more-
over, into two halves suggesting
equal halves. But, in fact, each is
the other's complement, not its
equal nor its mirror, and the divid-
ing line itself is not a perfect
perpendicular. 1 1

The same sort of complementary relationship, in a ternary

rather than binary setting, exists in the individual scenes

of Petrouchka, where interruptions of "B" material in the

"A" sections sometime create parallelism rather than exact

symmetry by obscuring the "dividing lines" of the form.

The most remarkable aspect of this formal analysis

is the information it yields about the macro-structure of

Petrouchka, i.e., the piece as a whole. By reducing the

differing tempos of the individual movements to a constant

10.

11.

Stravinsky, Expositions, 113.

Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Conversations with
Igor Stravinsky (New York: Doubleday, 1959), 16.



eighth note value (Y= 200), the following scheme is ob-

tained (Fig. 5):

Figure 5. Symmetrical Construction in
Macro-Structure of Petrouchka

Form: "A"l "B" T1YAlf

Scene I Scene II Scene III Scene IV

Eighth notes: 2577.8 1366.2 2430.9
(1911 score)

Eighth notes: 2656.3 1300.8 2727.6
(1947 score)

The difference between the lengths of the outer sections of

this ternary design is 2.3 per cent of the whole structure

in the 1911 version, and 1.1 per cent in the 1947 version.

Although the changes in metronome markings in the later ver-

sion produce a small fraction less symmetry between the outer

thirds of individual movements, they more carefully balance

Petrouchka as a whole. The proportions of the three divi-

sions of the macro-structure can be reduced almost exactly

to 2:1:2, which are the ratios between intervals in one of

the most prominent tetrachords in the melodic material of

Figure 6. Intervallic Construction in Melodic Tetrachord
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the work (Fig. 6). The following diagram illustrates the

correlation between the ternary designs within the move-

ments and Stravinsky's primary key relationships (Fig. 7).

Ton

Reh

Ton

Reh

Figure 7. Ternary Designs Based on Key Relationships

Scene I

Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse

al Area: D G B D B D G D C F#

earsal No: 1 3 9/ 10 12 17 19 22 28 29

Le Tour de Passe-Passe

al Area: F# E (D#) B

earsal No: 30 31 32

Tonal Area:

Rehearsal No:

Tonal Area:

Rehearsal No:

G

3

C

Danse Russe

E A GC

3 39 41 43 46
(-7m.) (+7m.)

Scene II

Chez Pet rouchka

/F# D E C/F#

48 52 54 56
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Tonal Area: G#

Rehearsal No: 62

Tonal

Rehea

Tonal

Rehea

F#

63

Scene

Chez Le

G# B

64 65

III

Maure

E B F E B E F# B

67 68 69 71 72 75 78 81

Scene IV

Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse (Vers Le Soir)

C ......

Area: D G F G F# D G D E G E

irsal No: 83 90 92 95 100 101 102 103 108 112 114

Bt C
Area: D F# G A1 F# D F#

Lrsal No: 117 118 121 123 124 131 132 (+13m.)

The following points should be noted:

1) Considering D as the primary tonal center of the work,

Stravinsky, with few exceptions, avoids the traditional

V - I and i - III structural relationships in Petrouchka.

The only tonal area on A, the dominant of D, occurs at

No. 41 but is heard in relation to its surroundings in G,

rather than D. A corollary of this avoidance of the

dominant-tonic relationship is the general absence of the

leading tone as both a scale degree and tonal area. One

notable exception occurs at the beginning of the fourth
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scene, where the tonal center, D, is articulated by its

strong rhythmic placement in relation to both adjacent

chords (ii, vii0 ), the lower of which contains the leading

tone to 1) (Ex. 1).

Example 1. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 83

Con moto 8.4 .
qo : 0(viio) A

* I """'-t I ...

K"..... 
S= ...

1---I

2) In the absence of structural V - I relationships, the

tonal centricity of Petrouchka, i.e., its organization

around tonal centers, is established by textural doublings,

long pedal points, strong rhythmic placement of tonal cen-

ters, and alternation of "tonic" with chords whose roots

are frequently a step above (or below) the tonic (Ex. 2).

Another centric alternation, between tonic and triads a

fourth above and below, is given here (Ex. 3); note the

careful avoidance of the major dominant.

I
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Example 2. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 132 (+3m.)

(.- - - -I- - -(i)

Example 3. Petrouchka: First Scene, No. 25 (-3m.)

F i I I I I I I
w l- 1 11- 1 1 S. ILO I

or A - I - Ape a -1 1
lrp% wr
vi --- a ARE

A Ida
if IF I it rv

I T I 1 -1 LL-
I Aj "ad

3) These two passages (Ex. 2, 3) also reveal a certain

amount of equivalency between major and minor triads that

is in keeping with the octatonic scale some theorists pose

as the basis of the "Petrouchka chord" (Fig. 8). Just as

both major and minor thirds are found in this scale, which

MV 4w w w -oL4

I I I I I

1)
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happens to correspond to one of Messiaen's modes of limit-

ed transposition, both F and F-sharp figure prominently

Figure 8. Octatonic Scales on A-sharp and D.

as tonal areas throughout the score, with special empha-

sis in the fourth scene. There is, however, considerable

use of both B-flat.and B in the third scene, suggesting

that the octatonic scale, though possibly the source of the

"Petrouchka chord" and definitely a determining factor in

the pitch organization of some later works, is not em-

ployed consistently in the structural key relationships of

Pet rouchka.

4) With the exception of F#/C, which plays a significant

role in the tonal organization of all the scenes, the

tritone pairs of the octatonic scale do not appear except

as parenthetical asides at localized structural levels.

Nevertheless, the juxtaposition of tritone pairs produces
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several striking passages in the fourth scene (e.g., at

Nos. 96 and 120), including the following example taken

from the entrance of the peasant and the bear at No. 100

(Ex. 4).

Example 4. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 100 (+4m.)

Bb/E 4LA

TRITONE PAIRS

F#/C

5) Most importantly, this chart of key relationships

(Fig. 7) brings to light the extraordinary cohesion

achieved in Petrouchka, particularly in the three divisions

of the first scene, by a series of tonal areas separated by

the interval of a major or minor third.

No account of the organization of melodic material

in this work would be complete without some reference to

Stravinsky's quotation of pre-existing sources, among which
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are two waltzes by Joseph Lanner, a French music hall ditty,

and, most significantly, at least five Russian folksongs.

These melodies are thoroughly discussed by Frederick Stern-

feld in the Norton Critical Score, whose numbering is used

in the following references. The Russian folksongs are of

special interest because of their frequent implication of

several tonal centers. In the fourth song, which forms

an important part of the Dance of the Nursemaids in the

fourth scene, the note, F, is the initial and final tone

of the melody and appears eight times; but the tone, B-flat,

is sounded seven times and also is strategically placed

within the gamut of the melody (Ex. 5). In this and simi-

Example 5. "Akh vy sieni, moi sieni"

Ior

lar cases, Stravinsky exploits these inherent ambiguities

as possibilities for harmonization: with F (transposed to

D) as tonal center (Ex. 6), and B-flat (transposed to F)
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as an equally valid tonic (Ex. 7). Anhemitonic pentaton-

Example 6. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 96 (-2/8)

-w:=fetc. simil

T n M - W --L- - -------

rolCENTER- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- j&
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ 94

wA A

Example 7. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 98 (+2m.)

I T

TONAL CENTER

icism forms the basis of the "Song for St. John's Eve"

(used in the Danse Russe) , as well as of other melodies at-

tributed to Stravinsky, but which may well be unidentified

folksongs.

_._ p

7.1)
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Stravinsky creates extended contrapuntal passages

from four of the Russian folksongs, combining the third and

fourth at the climax to the Dance of the Nursemaids in the

fourth scene, and treating the fifth song in canonic fashion

at the culmination to the Dance of the Coachmen and Stable

Boys in the same scene. The first Russian folksong, the

Song of the Volochebniki, provides the melodic material for

much of the first scene in sections of what might be called

"rhythmic polyphony" (Ex. 8).

Example 8. Petrouchka: First Scene, No. 3 (+3m.)

---------- ---- ------------------.-------------.-------------. ft. . .....

OR 0

Benjamin Boretz draws attention to another signifi-

cant facet of melodic (and harmonic) construction in Pe-

trouchka, namely, Stravinskyt s careful presentation of the

AV I rwf 11 1 - -- - - IAC:E- =1
bodn d r

-06 &L-Amr I I ILUMV7 W a a &11 101PEU J bNow

Od ods Od

M Asi I Ad
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twelve chromatic pitches in dyads of major seconds in the

first scene: D, E; G, A in m. 1; B, C# in mm. 6-7; Bb, C

in m. 12; F in m. 27 and Eb in m. 63; and F# in m. 76 and

G# in m. 153 (Fig. 9).12 This association <of pitches a

Figure 9. Dyadic Presentation of Total Chromatic

hi I47 (. 3 74 1573

F, qe

step apart also

example, in the

Example 9.

influences triadic combinations as, for

cadence ending the second scene (Ex. 9).

Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 61 (+4m.)

Piu,,mosso, risoluto *

5

12. Benjamin Boretz, "Meta-Variations, Part IV: Analytical
Fallout (II)," Perspectives of New Music 11:2 (1973),
171, 174.
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Boretz also gives an excellent hexachordal analysis of the

pitch content of the first scene, demonstrating the unity

behind Stravinsky's invention and borrowed materials. The

following example is from the opening fifteen measures of

the first scene (Fig. 10).13

Figure 10. Hexachordal Analysis of the
Opening Fifteen Measures of Petrouchka

S-s 4 ,- 90i -i

109

A further melodic shape that permeates Petrouchka

in various guises is what may be described as chromatic

filling-in of thirds. An early appearance of this motive

is found in L Tour de Passe-Passe, with other manifesta-

tions occurring in the following passages (Ex. 10, 11, 12,

Example 10. PetrouchkaL: b Tour de Passe-Passe, No. 30

Lento. J o

13. Ibid., 169.
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and 13).

Example 11. Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 48

Stringendo a:loo

,1)11 "i

Ex ample 12 . Pet rouchk a: Third Scene , No,. 75 (+2m. )

sempreM arc.

1. 
.0e

f I Or Adek M A&

x-, L&

A 0001 a F 7
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Example 13. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 118 (+3m.)

27

LZ DIABLI (MASJUiS) PROFOQUS L4 FOULE 4 FOLATRER rfEC LUL.

etc. elm.

inarcatissimo

)

A

Ad

Finally, an element of melodic cyclicism is lent to

Petrouchka by what Charles Hamm describes as "the non-

systematic use of similar musical material in different

R ------------------------------------------------------------------------

LA LL
1W .-I -AW- 0 -JL-n a -- mr

Or TT LM L of TI 6ft-

Ll LJLu
T, Ids #T TI Ldlk -- LM 1ANk L Ldlk I'm

Raw dlW I F-

'I-- -

a I
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sections of the work. "1 4 A comparison of the following pas-

sages elucidates this statement (Ex. 14, 15, and 16) .

Example 14. Petrouchka: First Scene, mm. 1-3

Vivace. M.M. =138

I.. 1,4 6 1

>n 3 3

Example 15. Petrouchka: First Scene, No. 14

'-

I t F

It TT

14. Hamm, 184.

w t 13L

A-N, Ldlh Idm LdM L Ldft LM

[ILI dw-

%.-WOO

IF I FY

I

V tff

'7 .. i
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Example 16. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 92 (+2m.)

ra a 8--------------

qv'

t L 1
IF Fl% r UP- 0-IN i p i

IEEE om m -1

a A 's rt
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A few words should now be said on Stravinsky's

transcriptions of Petrouchka, all of which involve the

piano. None of Stravinsky's works have been subjected to

the transcriptional process more often than this ballet.

As pointed out earlier, Stravinsky made an arrangement of

the Danse Russe for violin and piano in 1932, and a reduc-

tion of the whole ballet for piano-four hands in 1947, in

addition to the 1921 transcription, Trois Mouvements de

Petrouchka, for solo piano.

4

-vjwF-4p-w4F-
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A distinction in the terms, "transcription," "ar-

rangement," and "reduction," is crucial to this discussion.

In a lecture given to the Universite des Annales on November

21st, 1935 (see Appendix B), Stravinsky clarifies the issue:

If I use here the current term, transcription, I

am anxious to prevent a misunderstanding; let no

one think that I have wanted to give with the

piano an 'Ersatz' of the orchestra and to ex-

press, in so far as possible, the sonority of the

latter. To the contrary, I have strained to make
of this Petrouchka an essentially pianistic piece

by using the resources characteristic of this in-

strument, without assigning it in any way the
role of an imitator. Briefly, let no one see in

it a reduction for piano, but a piece written

especially for the piano, in other words, piano

music.1 5

Thus, transcriptions are arrangements in which the idiomatic

qualities of an instrument are exploited in recreating a

composition written originally for another medium. On the

other hand, reductions, as the name implies, distill the es-

sential elements of a texture from a score too full to be

presented by the new medium. They frequently serve a prac-

tical purpose in the rehearsal and study of a complex or-

chestral score.

In this case, Stravinsky may have intended the

15. White, 535-538. Translated by the writer in Appendix
B.
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piano duet reduction of Petrouchka published in 1947 as re-

hearsal accompaniment to a ballet production of the work.

No such purpose is stated, however, and one wonders why a

piano duet reduction was not published with the 1911 bal-

let. Nonetheless, the piano duet reduction has become

popular in the two-piano repertoire, and is often present-

ed in the suite-like fashion of the 1921 solo piano tran-

scription. The piano duet version has also prompted tran-

scriptions (in the exact sense of the word) of selections

from Petrouchka for two pianos, notably that of Victor

Babin.

The dedication of the 1921 solo piano version to

Arthur Rubinstein is a somewhat curious one. Stravinsky's

immediate practical incentive to make the transcription

came from Rubinstein's 5,000 franc commission; at the same

time, his stated artistic aim was "to give keyboard vir-

tuosos a piece of a certain scope that would permit them to

complete their modern repertoire and show off their tech-

nique."1 6 He had previously dedicated his Piano Rag Music

(1919) to Rubinstein, whose "strong, agile, clever fingers"1 7

16. Ibid., 536. (See Appendix B.)

17. Stravinsky, Autobiography, 82.
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he admired. Rubinstein included the following anecdote

about his meeting Stravinsky in 1915 in his autobiography,

M Young Years:

'The piano is an instrument of percussion and

nothing else,' he (Stravinsky] said. Karol (Szy-
manowski] argued: 'I don't agree with you. The
greatest composers have written for the piano mas-

terpieces which demand a singing tone.'

'They were all wrong,' said the Russian com-
poser. 'I am sure that a new music will be writ-

ten treating it in the right way.'
Karol, to win his point, became personal:

'If you had heard Arthur play your Firebird or
Petrouchka you would have changed your opinion

about the piano.'
'Is Rubinstein a pianist?' asked the aston-

ished Stravinsky. Everybody laughed, taking it as

a joke, but I suddenly realized that I had ne-
glected to tell him.1rh

'The solo piano version of Petrouchka, published in

1922, begins Stravinsky's major decade of composition for

the piano, and stems from his singular treatment of the

piano as a polyphonic keyboard instrument. His habit of com-

posing at the piano is a well-established fact;1 9 what is not

generally known, though, is that he composed at an upright

piano, which, furthermore, was always muted. 2 0  This

18. Arthur Rubinstein, My Young Years (New York: Knopf,
1973), 428-429.

19. Stravinsky, Conversations, 11.

20. Stravinsky, Expositions, 161.
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practice undoubtedly influenced his sonic perception of the

instrument, and therefore qualifies the specifics of the

first of Eric Salzman's observations:

The sound of the piano--the powerful, crisp attack

of a modern concert grand--is a fundamental part
of the Stravinskian esthetic. . . For Stravinsky

the piano is a music machine built in angles and
planes. Out of it he mines his striking rhythmic

accents, his block forms, his layered textures

and cross-rhythmic pulses. 2 1

Stravinsky himself spoke of the piano only in the most

glowing of terms:

Whether or not I am a pianist, . . , the in-
strument itself is the center of my life and the
fulcrum of all my musical discoveries. Each note
that I write is tried on it, and every relation-

ship of notes is taken apart and heard on it

again and again.2 2

There can be no doubt that Stravinsky's regarding

the piano as a "music machine" results in the frequent ref-

erences in his writings to the terms, "keyboard" and "fin-

gers." That he thought of the keyboard as something differ-

ent from the piano can be proven by his unusual interest in

the harmonium and the mechanical piano, both of which were

21. Eric Salzman, "Igor Stravinsky: Music for Piano,"
Notes for Nonesuch record H-71212 (Noel Lee, piano).

22. Stravinsky, Expositions, 51-52.
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central to the original orchestration of Les Noces. The

mechanical piano, in particular, held an attraction for

Stravinsky as a predecessor of the modern recording, in

that it enabled him "to determine for the future the rela-

tionships of the movements (tempi) and the nuances"2 3 of a

number of works he transcribed for the medium between 1917

and 1924. E.W. White, in Stravinsky: the Composer and

His Works, lists these transcriptions for mechanical piano.

They include many of Stravinsky's early major works, among

them Petrouchka.

Stravinsky's interest in fingers in contact with a

keyboard of black and white notes surfaces in his titling

one of his piano works Les Cing Doigts and in the following

remarks made about the composition of Piano Rag Music:

What fascinated me most of all in the work was that

the different rhythmic episodes were dictated by
the fingers themselves. . . Fingers are not to be

despised: they are great inspirers, and, in con-
tact with a musical instrument, often give birth to

subconscious ideas which might otherwise never come

to life.2 4

In this regard, the "Petrouchka chord," as Roman Vlad points

out, "may have been suggested by the black and white keys of

23. Stravinsky, Autobiography, 101. 24. Ibid., 82.
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the piano keyboard, the chord of C major being all on the

white keys and that of F-sharp on the black keys." 2 5

The impression of twenty fingers at one keyboard

seems to have been Stravinsky's intention in his important

output for two pianos. He creates such a sound in the Con-

certo for Two Pianos (1935), where the traditional antipho-

ny between the instruments is largely replaced by an inter-

woven contrapuntal texture. As Paul Jacobs points out, this

lack of spatial differentiation between the pianos has its

physical parallel in the double piano with a keyboard at

each end which Stravinsky used to test the work.26  This

instrument, two of which provided the four piano parts at

the debut of Les Noces in 1923, had two frames positioned

over a single soundboard, and was sometimes found in small

theater pits. Stravinsky's "twenty-finger sonority" is un-

mistakable again in the Sonata for Two Pianos (1943-44),

which was conceived as a solo piece and later reworked be-

cause of the contrapuntal complexity of the score.27

25. Vlad, 14.

26. Paul Jacobs, "Igor Stravinsky: Music for Two Pianos

and Piano Four Hands," Notes for Nonesuch record
H-71347 (Paul Jacobs, Ursula Oppens, piano).

27. Ibid.
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Like Stravinsky's two-piano works, the solo piano

transcription of Petrouchka evokes an unparalleled, "more-

than-ten finger" sonority. In the words of Roman Vlad, the

1921 version is

not so much a 'transcription' as a real 'restitu-
tion.' This suite proves conclusively that the
key to all the sound effects in Petrouchka is the
desire to show off the peculiar mechanical and
musical qualities of piano tone.2 8

The following examples catalogue the transcriptional pro-

cess in the piece. These categories are not mutually exclu-

sive, but they almost all show Stravinsky's minimization of

the colorful orchestration of the original in the interest

of finding a uniquely pianistic equivalent.

Example 17. Petrouchka: First
Full chording within existing

Allegro giusto J=6

6 1 j:

Scene, No. 33
outer voices

Af;; --

28. Vlad, 16-17f.

Lid w - -- IgIL.
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Example .17 illustrates Stravinsky's general procedure in

the transcription, which is to maintain as much of the or-

chestral texture as possible, within the original outer

voices. The registral distribution of parts is not usually

modified, except for the omission of some octave doublings,

especially in the piccolo parts, which are omitted above.

Example 18. Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 55
Register change of important inner part(s)

within existing outer voices

Am 7?Lg. law .

K ________________________

The registral distribution of parts is sometimes altered

in order to facilitate the pianistic performance of a widely

spaced orchestral texture. In Example 18, the solo flute

line has been lowered an octave from the orchestral score

(middle staff); the same is true of the solo bassoon part

(upper part on the lower staff).

I AR 1 . i dI vL 4"a a-I F - -LSi -Ir 4d R r(I



Example 19. Petrouchka:
Pianistic elaboration of

m2-7
First Scene, No. 42

orchestral figuration

Example 19 shows the extension of a figure played by the

piano in the orchestral score. Whereas 'it originally cov-

ered the interval of a sixth and was performed with both

hands, it is spread out over the span of a thirteenth and

is played by the left hand alone (compare Ex. 19 and 20).

Example 20. Petrouchka: First Scene, No. 42
Original f iguration

______________L -.--.- '-.-

A ______________ fi~. . pff MEil
___________________ Poe*

*E~pr.simi I

5M1 An___4_M

_INNR

I m~c .,ALs OII
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Example 21. Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 59 (-lm.)

Important textural modification

PaE8EE ~

in I
fix AR low do

.JF 14 j I b wffi FJT% I L-
vjv I

------- dp

ranido
41-

A AWL

A LL

WN A -Awl km., k

u 
V

------- Mod

bassa -----

Itft 10

In the cadenza (Ex. 21) preceding No. 59 in the second

scene, Stravinsky thickens the sparse texture of the or-

chestral score by virtually recomposing the passage. He

adds low chords built from the melodic material given orig-

inally to the solo clarinet and piano; and he juxtaposes

two diminished seventh arpeggios with "roots" a second

apart.

"4
Lt
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Example 22. Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 53
Emphasis on Original Contrapuntal Layers

Andantino so

8~-

Example 23. Petrouchka: First Scene, No. 43 (+9m.)
Emphasis on Original Contrapuntal Layers

&...............................

Throughout the transcription, Stravinsky exhibits great con-

cern with conveying in the pianistic medium the contrapuntal

layers of the original texture. Nowhere is this principle

clearer than in the two preceding examples, the first of

which (Ex. 22) ingeniously combines the original dialogue

A T1
I

A J Ida I

r7l I MFwF r mwi IF

13
cl I
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between the flute and piano. The second (Ex. 23) maintains

the essence of the original piano part along with the ex-

change of blocks of sound between winds and strings, all

the time confirming a pedal point on G.

Important contrapuntal ideas are omitted only when

their characteristic register conflicts with that of a pri-

mary melody. This explains the complete removal of No. 92

in the fourth scene, whose quotation of the opening melody

of the work (Ex. 16) falls within the same register as the

primary melodic material of the section.

This registral problem, however, does not account

for the omission in the fourth scene of the Dance of the

Peasant with the Bear (No. 100) and the cuts made in Nos.

83-89 and Nos. 101-102. Instead, the monotony and fatigue

resulting from extended passagework in double thirds must

have suggested the necessity of abbreviation. Stravinsky

seems to express some dissatisfaction with the effective-

ness of accompanying double thirds at No. 102, where he sub-

stitutes fast single-note scales, in the manner of glissan-

di.

At least one aspect of Stravinsky's transcription

contrasts markedly with that of Romantic composers, Liszt,

for instance. Whereas the latter seeks to impart an "or-

chestral" quality to his piano writing by using octaves,
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often in both hands, Stravinsky maintains a keen sense of

linear clarity by reserving octaves for the following uses:

1) "interlocking octaves, " particularly helpful in averting

thickness in the piano's bass register (Ex. 24).

Example 24. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 121
"Interlocking Octaves"

(=72) Pi A mosso A
A A
-0. 49

Vd6
V

A
A

A

V V

A

V

2) octaves in one hand against single notes in the other,

adding intervallic sevenths to passages in seconds (Ex.

25).

Example 25. Petrouchka: Second Scene, No. 59 (+7m.)
Octaves against Single Notes

ry ff
MR

I V

Ida Am m
I bdi id

lz ILI I F

--v lawlow dp
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3) displaced octaves, extending the texture but sharpening

the angularity of the sound (Ex. 26).

Example 26. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 112 (-5m.)
"Displaced Octaves"

8........................... ....... ............

~Ami ~.____________

Af

__ Ii

Stravinsky does not draw upon such arsenals of Romantic

transcriptions as broken, alternating, or double octaves.

Much of the Trois Mouvements de Petrouchka is ex-

pressed notationally on three staves, lending clarity to the

writing's contrapuntal layers. Example 27 illustrates the

height of visual complexity in the score; this results from

registral partitioning of the canonic elaboration of the

theme and a pedal point on E.

In the light of the theoretical discussion present-

ed earlier, Stravinsky's choice of three scenes for Trois

Mouvements de Petrouchka, namely, Danse Russe, Chez
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Example 27. Petrouchka: Fourth Scene, No. 116 (-4m.)

~.~-------~--------- I
A~I

rl 4 - 9M _ _ _I

- T|| z74 1 V

. .ba .sa ...............-- ..-.-.--- . .---------------

Petrouchka, and La Semaine Grasse, seems to sacrifice the

symmetry and unity so carefully wrought, even if on a sub-

conscious level, in the orchestral versions. The unity of

action accomplished through the outer framework of scenes

of crowds at the fair is weakened by beginning the solo

piano version with the Danse Russe; and the unity of Pe-

trouchka's birth, life, and death is destroyed by the con-

cert ending of the fourth scene. The metamorphosis of the

opening's "D minor" harmony into the final scene's "D

major" is obliterated, as are the cyclic relationships

kI

AM I a a I I

- .. ..I

I
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mentioned earlier between the first and last scenes.

Nevertheless, the structure of the solo piano tran-

scription may perhaps be explained by Stravinsky's desire

to transform Petrouchka into a presentable, suite-like

piece for the virtuoso pianist. Originally, the composi-

tion of the Danse Russe followed directly that of Chez Pe-

trouchka, and it is possible the two were linked in the

composer's subconscious more firmly than Chez Petrouchka

and the opening scene, whose composition followed that of

the Danse Russe.

Although he never publicly performed the solo piano

transcription, because he said he lacked the requisite left-

hand technique,29 Stravinsky conducted four recordings of

the orchestral versions of Petrouchka. In these, he au-

thorized various cuts, usually omitting the episode of Pe-

trouchka's death--of which, incidentally, he said he was

prouder than anything else in the score.
3 0 The third scene

was also generally left out. The opening scene up to the

Magician's entrance was sometimes cut, and several episodes

from the final scene, including the "peasant with a bear,"

were occasionally removed. These emendations reveal the

29. Stravinsky, Expositions, 159. 30. Ibid., 156.
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remarkable extent of Stravinsky's flexibility and practi-

cality in regard to the concert performance of Petrouchka.

His closing remark in the November, 1935, lecture quoted

earlier refers to the "exclusively musical form" of the

solo piano transcription, "where the dramatic action is

not taken into account.",3 1

In conclusion, a paragraph of Stravinsky's lecture

given before his son's performance of the Trois Mouvements

de Petrouchka seems singularly appropriate:

I have thought it necessary to dwell on this

subject pertinent to Petrouchka, in the assumption

that, among my listeners, there are certainly some

who have heard this work for orchestra and who

could, in hearing it presently, make comparisons

between the orchestra and piano, comparisons that

run the risk of appearing disadvantageous to the

latter. Obviously, there can be no question of

the piano rivaling the orchestra. Looking at

their dynamic levels, they are certainly unequal.

It is necessary, therefore, to try to forget the

orchestral sonority and listen simply to a piano

2iece that is not at all an adaptation, but an

essentially pianistic work where all the re-

sources of the keyboard come into play.3 2

31. White, 538. (See Appendix B.)

(See Appendix B.)32. White, 537.
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Appendix A

Petrouchka: Formal Analysis

First Scene

Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse

1911 version 1947 version
- 276, constant value)

Rehearsal
mI mh -r

Tempo Constant
E i -hths

Rehearsal
Numbe r

Tempo Constant
E iahths

0
2
2(+4m)
3
7(-2/8)

11(-2/8)
13
15
16
17

19
20
21

* = 138
it

It
"I

IT

TI

"T

= 138
- *1

= 138
It
T

78
18

36
100
82
52
31
20
24

14

14
25
20

514

12(+3/8) = 100 347.8 22 1 - 88 395.1

9(+3m) =l0o 30.418 =88-5
378.2 429.6

17
18
19
20(-2/8)
21(+3/8)
22
23
23 (+5m)

IIT

IT"U

"U

0 '

46
138

46

138

34.3
24
34
82
52
26.6
17.1
24

30
33
34
36(-2/8)
40(-2/8)
42
44
45

48

* = 138
if
TI
it
i

0
2
2 (+4m)
3
5(-2/8)
6(+3/8)
7
8
8 (+5m)
9

10
11
11 (+6m)

78
18

36
100

82
52
26.6
17.1
24
12

12
21.4
20

499.1

* =

. 0-
" -

46

138

46

138

138

T

"=

IT= |

40
24
34
82
52
31
20
24

IN tAlILLj qv - JL J-j -j- X-, a L %..f a L ki Is %- Aaa % - - - C-% - -- --

2
/
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Rehearsal Tempo
NK- birlcT

Constant
Ei tb-hs

Rehearsal
Numbe rIN U r11L)J gI 1-----Elm-I-I

Tempo Constant
E iahths

24
24 (+5m)
25
26
27
28
29 (+lm)

ci. = j. a
I

f

= 138
"T

"

Total Eighths:

Middle/Whole:

Margin of Error:
(Difference between
outer thirds/whole)

12
21.4

36.9
34.3
42
22

40
502.6

499.1
378.2
502.6

1379.9

27.4%

.0.25%

First Scene

Le Tour de Passe-Passe

(I = 100, constant value)

30
31(+6/8)
32
32(+8m)

= 50
"T

IT

"T

42
53
42

167

58
60(+6/8)
61
63 (-lm)

- 50
60
50

"I

42
58.3
42
30

17 2.*3

The formal scheme of this movement is ABA + coda.

First Scene

Danse Russe

( : = 232, constant value)

46
47
48
51
53
55
56

14
25

43
40
42
22
40

533

"

514
429.6
533

1476.6

29.1%

0.29%
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Rehearsal
Number

33
34
35
36 (-4m)
36 (-2m)
37

Tempo

116
t

'I

It

It

Constant
Eighths

32
48
16
8

40

176

Rehearsal
Numbe r

64
66
68
69
70 (-2m)
72

Tempo

116

'1

I?

If

'I

Constant
Eighths

32
48
16
8

40

176

I" 56 73 "t
i" 48 76 It
i" 78 "f

176

43 (-7m)
43

poco meno
Tempo I

Total eighths:

Middle/Whole:

Margin of Error:

81
82

28

180

176
176
180
532

meno mosso
Tempo I

176
176
180
532

33 .1%

0.75%

33.1%

0.75%

Second Scene

Chez Pet rouchka

( = 200, constant value)

32
116

55.3
42.6

245.9

93
95
98(+3/8)

100

- 100
I = 50

= 76
= 76

39 ( +m)
41
42

56
48
_72
176

28

180

48
49
50 (-3m)
51

1 = 100

50
= 76
= 108

32
116
55.3
60.5

263.8
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Rehearsal
WTI b1T : *-

Tempo Const ant
E i hths b.6-

Rehearsal
Numbe rINUM erIi -

Tempo Constant
Eighths

52
53
54
55
56(-2m)

102
103
104
106
108 (-2m)

56
58
59
60
61
61 (+4m)

= 100
"

= 100

= 84

Total Eighths:

Middle/Whole:

Margin of Error:

58
(50)
64
34
30

245.5

245.9
293.9
245.5
785.3

37.4%

o.o5%

108
111

113
116
118 (-im)
119 (-im)

Third Scene

Chez Le Maure

( r= 288, constant value)

120
121
123
125

130
132

I - 126

*/ =96

(Y=.at 127)
= 138
S=96

S=54
84

"

"

85.2
57.1
66.7
57.1
27.8

293.9

= 80
S8

= 72

57.5
60
70
60
27.8

275.3

S= 100
"

I = 100

1 = 100

lo

58
50
64
34
30

8
244

263.8
275.3
244.1
783,.l

35.2%

2.53%

I

Ut

62
63
64
65

67
68

144
112
48

22

38.6
138
306

52
225.4
782

= 144
= 46

38,.9
43.4

138
280.5

56.3
216
773.1
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Rehearsal

69
71

Tempo

e =

Constant
E i hthIf I

116
72

173.7
240
413.7

Rehearsal
Vime rnht

134
140

Tempo

116
1= 72

Constant
E ighths

173.7
240
413.7

72
74
74 (+5m)
75
76
78
81

I -

" -

60
144
72

80
100
j

Total Eighths:

Middle/Whole:

Margin of Error:

192
24
36

180
172.8
115.2

51.8
771.8

143
148
148 (+5m)
149
151
153
158

782
413.7
771.8

1967.5

21%

0.52%

= 60
= 138
= 72

"

- 160
= 100

773.1
413.7
686.4

1873.2

22.1%

4.63%

Fourth Scene

A
Fete Populaire de la Semaine Grasse (Vers Le Soir)

( L= 252, constant value)

83
90
92
95(+3m)
96
96 (+5m)
97(-11/8)
97(+3m)
98
99 (+5m)

- 84
= 69
TI

"

"T

"f

"

"T

TI

231
153.4
153.4

29.2
29.2
26.5
24.7
58.4
87.6
21.9

161
170
175(-Im)
179
180
181
182(-3/8)
183
185
188

J. = 63
) = (118)

"1
"T

"

"I

TI

TI

"

1 =1)

192
25
36

180
86.4

115.2
51.8

686.4

307.2
179.4
188

34.2
34.2
31
28.8
68.4

102.5
25.6

.Numbe r u g s LUIZ 'ML1LUK I -L J ,J L-
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Rehearsal Tempo Constant
E i rhtf-hsQ

Rehearsal
Numher

Tempo Constant
Eighths

100
101 (- 2m)
101

= 84
= 84

= 126

(0.= 84)
== 126

1 = 112
TI

197.2
(33.9)
1.8

1124.4

54
114

54
32
32

254.3
108

171
819.3

188 (+lm)
191(+lm)
192

196
199
206
209
211
213
223
228

" -

" -

*. * - 72
4P'/= .*

TI

"

I =
100
50
100

* = 48
= 72

Total Eighths:

Middle/Whole:

Margin of Error:

81

90
40.5

101.5
42
33.6
22.4

123.5
201.6
90.7

42
250..3

1119.1

1124.4
819.3

1119.1
3062.8

26.8%

0.17%

234

237
239
240
246
249
251
252
258
260
261
262
263

poco a poco
agitato

* - 132

S72

)J= 72

" 10

- 50
- 100

e = 50
- 50

1335.2
827.2

124.1
3436.5

24.1%

1-78%

= 69
"T

j =2.

NUM1er97.

197.2
43.8

1335.2

102
103
105
106
107
108
112
114

(" -

IT=

" -

II=

"

138
69)
138

112

65.7
104.1
65.7
29.2
29.2

254.3
108
171
827.2

117

118
120
121
123
124
125
125 (+9m)
129
130

131 (-4m)
131

(74.9)

76.4
34.4

101.5
52.5
42
28

123.5
201,.6

138.6
40.3

360 .4
1274.1
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Interludes between Scenes

Rehearsal Tempo
Numbe r

47
62
82

= 232
= 168

J|= 252

Constant
E ighths

(46)
32
32

Rehearsal

Numbe r

91(+lm)
119
160

Tempo

232
!~= 252
J~= 252

Constant
E ighths

(40)
32
32

If the differing tempi for the interludes are expressed in

terms of the assumed constant eighth note value for the

macro-structure of Petrouchka (j%= 200)., the interludes total

103.2 eighth notes in the 1911 score, and 85.3 eighth notes

in the 1947 score. Conceivably, these figures substantially

reduce the margin of error at the macro-structural level.

Macro-Structure of Petrouchka

Scene Constant
VaI IIes

Const ant
E ighths

Macro-Structural Constant
Eiahths ( el = 200)

1911 Orchestral Score

I

II

III

= 276
!= 100

= 232
= 200

*r= 288

IV r = 252

1379.9
167
532
785.3

1967.5

3062.8

Middle/Whole: 21.43%

999.88
334 1792.5
458.64 2577.8
785.3

1366.23

2430.2A
6374-99

Margin of Error: 2.3%

1947 Orchestral Score

I

II

III

= 276
= 100

K 232
200

288

IV *K= 252

1476.6
172.3
532
783.1

1873.2

3436.5

1069.94
344.6 1873.2
458.64 2656.3
783.1

1300.75 Middle/Whole:
19.46%

2727.55 Margin of Error:
6694.58 1.07%

4-1 A- = AJL A J N.P - -_

a_ LA.%-., J
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Appendix B

Translation by R.N. Hallquist of an article reprinted from

Conferencia, Journal de l'Universite des Annales,
December 15th, 1935, included in E.W. White,

Stravinsky :the Composer and His Works, 535-538.

"Some Confidences on Music"

Lecture by Igor Stravinsky

November 21, 1935 at 2:45, repeated the same day at 5:00,

and the 22nd of November

Ladies and gentlemen:

L'Universite des Annales has promised you some secrets of the

composer. I have already produced some of these secrets in

the first volume of my Chronicle, and you will find some

others in the second volume, which is at press. The only

thing I can do today is to anticipate a little by citing some

thoughts developed there which reflect my way of liking music

and of cultivating it. You will read there, among other

things, this:

For me, as a creator of music, composition is a daily

duty that I feel called to perform. I compose because

I am made for it and because I would not know how to

do without it. Just as organs atrophy if they are not

maintained in a state of continual activity, likewise

the faculties of the composer weaken and grow numb

when they are not sustained by effort and training.

The layman imagines that, in order to create, it is

necessary to wait for inspiration. This is an error.

I am far from denying inspiration, much to the con-

trary. It is a motivating force that one finds in

whatever human activity and is in no way the monopoly

of artists. But this force is displayed only when it

is put into action by an effort, and this effort is

work. Just as appetite comes with eating, it is just

as true that work brings inspiration, if the latter

did not appear at the very beginning. But it is not

only inspiration that counts, it is its result--in

other words, work.
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After this general introduction, I will permit myself to say

a few words, first about Three Movements of 'Petrouchka,'

which will be played by my son, and then, about my latest

work, the Concerto for Two Pianos, which with him I will

have the honor of presenting to you presently.

It was in the summer of 1921 that I made this transcription

of Petrouchka. My intention was to give keyboard virtuosos

a piece of a certain scope that would permit them to com-

plete their modern repertoire and show off their technique.

This work excited me very much. Being a pianist myself, I

was interested above all in a special writing that is re-

quested by a work conceived originally for the piano, as

well as in many rich sonorities that the polyphonic nature

of the instrument offers us. Petrouchka lent itself all the

better to such a transcription because, in its initial idea

this piece had been conceived as a piece for piano with or-

chestra, and because, in the same score of the work, the

piano plays an important role. If I use here the current

term, transcription, I am anxious to prevent a misunder-

standing; let no one think that I have wanted to give with

the piano an 'Ersatz' of the orchestra and to express, in

so far as possible, the sonority of the latter. To the

contrary, I have strained to make of this Petrouchka an es-

sentially pianistic piece by using the resources character-

istic of this instrument, without assigning it in any way

the role of an imitator. Briefly, let no one see in it a

reduction for piano, but a piece written especially for the

piano, in other words, piano music.

I insist on this point. Musical ideas can originate in an

abstract fashion, so to speak, without the composer having

seen, from the beginning, their instrumental expression,

that is to say without his thinking of a predetermined in-

strument or ensemble. But, in a composition for an instru-

ment or ensemble chosen in advance, these ideas are the most

often suggested by the instrument itself and always condi-

tioned by the possibilities it offers. In this case, the

thought of the composer works, if I may venture to say, in

the presence of the instrument. How much this is felt, for

example, with Beethoven. How obvious it is, in his instru-

mental music, that his ideas came to him from the ensemble,

and, in his immense pianistic output, from the keyboard!
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This is why reductions for piano are absolutely incapable of

rendering his thought conceived for an instrumental ensem-

ble. As for attempts to orchestrate his piano works, they

can only be regarded as absurd, in as much as they show a

lack of fundamental understanding. It is not accurate to

call the piano works of Beethoven his works for piano. It

would be more correct to say: piano works. Because one can

write for piano without the same compositions being piano

compositions. In other words, the fact that a work has been

written to be played on some instrument does not imply be-

sides that it finds the fullness of its expression in that

instrument. This fact points out only that one has written

music in general, and that this music has then been adapted

to a certain instrument or ensemble.

I have thought it necessary to dwell on this subject perti-

nent to Petrouchka, in the assumption that, among my lis-

teners, there are certainly some who have heard this work

for orchestra and who could, in hearing it presently, make

comparisons between the orchestra and piano, comparisons

that run the risk of appearing disadvantageous to the lat-

ter. Obviously, there can be no question of the piano ri-

valing the orchestra. Looking at their dynamic levels, they

are certainly unequal. It is necessary therefore to try to

forget the orchestral sonority and listen simply to a piano

piece that is not at all an adaptation, but an essentially

pianistic work where all the resources of the keyboard come

into play.

The piece begins with an allegro which, in the ballet, is

the Danse Russe of the three puppets, with which the first

scene ends. This movement is followed by the scene entitled:

Chez Petrouchka. It is precisely this scene, composed by me

in the first place, that results in the work you know by the

title: Petrouchka, scenes burlesques en quatre tableaux.

I wrote this scene in Lausanne, at the beginning of autumn,

1910. I had in view an orchestral work where the piano

would play a deciding role, a sort of Konzertstuck. In com-

posing this music, I had clearly the vision of a puppet sud-

denly let loose who, by his cascades of diabolic arpeggios,

exasperates the patience of the orchestra, which, in its

turn, answers him with menacing fanfares. This burlesque

scene finished, it became important to me to give him a title

that would express in a single word the nature of the music

and, consequently, the shape of my character. I looked for

it a long time. And then one day, I jumped with joy.
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Petrouchka! the eternal and unhappy hero of all fairs of

all countries. It was indeed that. The title was found.

The piece became, in the suite, the second scene of my

ballet.

For the third movement, I have taken a large part of the

music of the fourth scene. It is, at first, the commotion

of the crowd reveling, the hubbub of the fair abruptly
interrupted by a series of amusements. Among these, you

will find again, by turns, the round of the nurses, the en-

trance of gypsies coaxed by the merchant, the coachmen

drawing along the nurses in their heavy dances; finally,
the masqueraders and the masks with the appearance of which

the general liveliness attains its peak.

It is with that that this composition ends, which--let us

not forget--assumes an exclusively musical form and where
the dramatic action is not taken into account.
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